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Borexino, placed at LNGS in Italy, was a 280-ton liquid scintillator detector that took data from
May 2007 to October 2021. Thanks to its unprecedented radio-purity, the real time spectroscopic
measurement of solar neutrinos from both the pp-chain and Carbon-Nitrogen-Oxygen (CNO)
fusion cycle of the Sun has been performed. Borexino also reported the first directional measure-
ment of sub-MeV 7Be solar neutrinos with the Phase-I period (May 2007-May 2010) using a novel
technique called Correlated and Integrated Directionality (CID), exploiting the sub-dominant and
directional Cherenkov photons detected at early times. For the first time, we provide the CNO
solar neutrinos measurement without using an independent constraint on 210Bi background rate
by exploiting the CID technique on the complete Borexino detector live time dataset. This article
presents the complete analysis strategy and the latest results on CNO solar neutrinos obtained
by using the CID technique in Borexino. In addition, we also present the most precise CNO
measurement obtained by Borexino using a spectral fit on the Phase-III dataset as used in 2022
analysis, where the novel CID result is now applied as an additional constraint.
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1. Introduction

The Sun is powered by the two distinct sets of nuclear reactions occurring in its core, in which
hydrogen is fused to form helium, classified as proton-proton (pp) chain and Carbon-Nitrogen-
Oxygen (CNO) cycle. While only ∼1% of solar energy is produced by the CNO cycle, where the
fusion is catalyzed by the presence of C, N, and O, it is expected to be a principal fusion mechanism
in more massive and hotter stars. Several neutrino types are emitted: pp-a, 7Be-a, pep-a, 8B-a,
and ℎ𝑒𝑝-a in the pp-chain, while 13N, 15O, and 17F neutrinos (collectively known as the CNO-a)
in the CNO cycle. The motivation to study CNO solar neutrinos is to address the solar metallicity
puzzle. Metallicity refers to the abundance of elements with Z> 2. The Standard Solar Model
(SSM) predictions on the flux of CNO-a depend both directly and indirectly on solar metallicity
inputs, grouped as: high metallicity (HZ) [1] or low metallicity (LZ) [2], based on different analyses
of solar spectroscopic data. The LZ-SSM and HZ-SSM predictions on CNO flux differ at ∼30%
level [3] and the precise measurement of the CNO-a flux would provide an input in solving a key
question of solar physics.

The Borexino detector [4], located at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso in Italy, was
the world’s purest liquid scintillator (LS) detector. It started data taking in May 2007 and stopped
in October 2021. It provided the direct experimental evidence of CNO-a from the Sun at ∼7𝜎
significance using January 2017 - October 2021 (Phase-III) dataset [5, 6]. For this, a multivariate
(MV) spectral fit is used,where the 210Bi background rate is constrained by analyzing its daughter
210Po (𝛼-decay). This was possible due to the thermal insulation of the detector before Phase-III.
Borexino also developed "Correlated and Integrated Directionality" (CID) method, exploiting sub-
dominant Cherenkov light to disentangle solar neutrinos from backgrounds and provided its proof
of concept using 7Be-a [7].

Due to the dominance of scintillation light (>99% of all PMT hits) in Borexino, an event
by event directional reconstruction is not possible. Here, we adopt the CID technique, where we
calculate angle 𝛼 between the direction of early photons detected by PMTs of an event and the
incoming solar-adirection. The photon direction is reconstructed using the reconstructed event
vertex and the hit PMT position. The resulting cos 𝛼 distribution has a signature peak at cos 𝛼 > 0
for all solar-a events, while the distribution is expected to be flat for background events. Cherenkov
photons are detected earlier in time than the scintillation light and they are emitted in a cone towards
direction of recoiled electron. These early photons preserve the directional information of the
incident solar-a as the electron is mostly forward scattered by solar-a. However, Cherenkov photons
from backgrounds are uncorrelated with the solar direction. Scintillation photons from both solar-a
and background events are emitted isotropically and result in a flat angular distribution.

2. Directional analysis strategy

The CID analysis for CNO-a is performed on the entire Borexino dataset: Phase-I (May 2007-
May 2010, 740.7 days) and Phase-II+III (December 2011- October 2021, 2888.0 days) separately.
A spherical fiducial volume of radius R < 3.05(2.95) m and mass 104.3(94.4) t and a region of
interest (RoICNO) of 0.85(0.85) - 1.3(1.29) MeV for Phase-I(Phase-II+III) are chosen. The Three-
Fold-Coincidence algorithm [8] is also utilized to suppress cosmogenic 11C background. RoICNO
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is expected to consist of mainly pep-a (∼64%), CNO-a (∼33%), and 8B-a (∼3%) as signals, as well
as residual 11C, 𝛽-decaying, and external 𝛾 backgrounds.

Then, the detected PMT hits of each event are ordered relatively in time after subtracting their
time of flight (ToF) and are classified as Nth hit with order: 1st hit, 2nd hit .. and up to total
number of hits. The cos 𝛼 distributions are constructed for each Nth hit for all events. Using Monte
Carlo (MC) studies, early hits up to Nth-Hit(max) = 15(17) for Phase-I(Phase-II+III) are selected to
maximize the use of direct and indirect directional information from the Cherenkov photons. Note
that the scintillation photons also contribute significantly in the early hits. The cos 𝛼 distributions
for each Nth hit of all selected data events is fitted with the corresponding Nth hit distributions of
the MC probability density functions (PDFs) of signal and background events using a 𝜒2-fit. From
the fit, the total number of solar neutrinos events (Na) is extracted, since the CID distributions of
different signal types are indistinguishable within the data statistics. The fit includes two nuisance
parameters to take into account following major systematics of CID:
Position reconstruction bias in true electron direction (Δ𝑟dir): In Borexino, the reconstructed
position of the event is slightly biased towards the early hit PMTs of the corresponding event, which
has most of the Cherenkov photons and hence, the true direction of recoiled electron. Since the
direction of all hits is calculated using the reconstructed event position, the reconstructed photon
direction is also biased. It influences the shape of cos 𝛼 distributions of signal by inducing a
negative slope for cos 𝛼 < 0, while it has no effect on backgrounds’ cos 𝛼 distributions. Its value is
unknown in data and is treated as a free nuisance parameter in the fit.
Effective correction of the group velocity for Cherenkov photons (gvch): As Borexino is a high
light yield LS detector, it never had a calibration dedicated for small amount of Cherenkov photons.
Since the effective wavelength distribution of detected Cherenkov photons has not been measured
and the refractive index in MC has a finite accuracy, the relative group velocity of Cherenkov
light and scintillation photons can be different in data and MC. Therefore, an effective correction on
Cherenkov photons’ group velocity in MC is determined, that calibrates the relative time differences
between the scintillation and Cherenkov light in data and MC. This parameter influences the shape
of signal PDFs by changing the ratio of Cherenkov photons arriving at early hits.

To estimate gvch, CID analysis is performed for the first time in the 7Be-edge region using each
dataset, where the number of solar neutrinos is constrained to the SSM predictions while leaving
the CNO-a rate free. This paves the way to perform CID analysis for CNO-a on all phases, unlike
the previous measurement on gvch using 𝛾 calibration sources deployed during the Phase-I (in mid
2009) and restricting CID analysis to be performed only in Phase-I. The new measured values are
0.140 ± 0.029(stat. + syst.) ns m−1 (Phase-I) and 0.089 ± 0.019(stat. + syst.) ns m−1 (Phase-II+III)
and are compatible with the measurement using 𝛾-source calibration. Since the gvch parameter can
be determined independently, this nuisance parameter is constrained using a Gaussian pull term.

3. Directional analysis results on the CNO solar neutrinos

Figure 1a shows the best fit results illustration for all phases compared to a pure background hypoth-
esis for the first 4 Nth hits. It can be seen that the direct Cherenkov light causes signature peak at cos
𝛼>0, especially for early hits and the influence of Δ𝑟dir inducing a slope at cos 𝛼<0. The background
distribution is also non-flat due to non-isotropic distribution of live PMTs relative to Sun’s position
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distribution as seen by Borexino. The best fit results in RoICNO are 𝑁a = 643+235
−224 (stat)+37

−30 (syst.) for
the Phase-I and 𝑁a = 2719+518

−494 (stat)+85
−83 (syst.) for the Phase-II+III with 68% equal-tailed credible

interval (CI). These results are estimated using Bayesian posterior distribution of 𝑁a and include
the correction on the fit response bias. All additional systematic errors arising from deselection of
mis-behaving PMTs, relative PMT time offset correction and MC production of signal events are
also included. The one-sided zero neutrino hypothesis can be excluded with 𝑃(𝑁a = 0) = 2.8×10−5

(∼4.2𝜎) for Phase-I and 𝑃(𝑁a = 0) = 6.4 × 10−11 (∼6.5𝜎) for Phase-II+III. After constraining
non-CNO solar neutrinos and combining all phases together, the CNO-a rate is extracted. The final
CID result for the CNO-a rate is 𝑅CID

CNO = 7.2+2.8
−2.7(stat. + syst.) cpd/100 t. The probability that exactly

zero CNO-a events contribute to the measured data CID cos 𝛼 distribution is 7.93× 10−8 and this
corresponds to a one-sided exclusion of the zero-CNO hypothesis at about 5.3𝜎 credible level for
combined Phase-I and Phase-II+III.

4. Combined directional and spectral analysis

Analysis strategy

Now, the results obtained from the CID analysis using the entire Borexino dataset is combined with
the standard MV fit to improve the results on the CNO-a rate measurement using Phase-III. The
MV fit is based on the likelihood maximisation approach using information from energy and radial
distributions of events, including the independently determined constraint on pep-a rate (2.74± 0.04
cpd/100 t) as a pull term and the 210Bi rate (10.8± 1.0 cpd/100 t) as an upper limit. Now, we use two
𝑁a posterior distributions from the CID analysis on Phase-I and Phase-II+III as external likelihood
terms in the minimization routine after the statistical subtraction of 8B-a. The exposure used for
MV fit is 1431.6 days × 71.3 t. The region of interest for MV analysis is (0.32 - 2.64) MeV. The
free parameters of the fit are rates of all neutrino and background species in the region of interest,
except for pep-a and 210Bi.

Final results on CNO solar neutrinos

The extracted CNO-a rate is 6.7+1.2
−0.7 (stat.) cpd/100 t with a p-value of 0.2, obtained by performing the

MV fit using CID posterior distributions. After taking into account various systematic contributions,
the resulting CNO-a rate is 6.7+1.2

−0.8 (stat. + syst.) cpd/100 t. This is extracted from 68% quantile of
the likelihood shown in Figure 1b (in black solid). We disfavor no-CNO hypothesis at ∼8𝜎 C.L.
and the CNO flux at Earth is calculated to be 6.7+1.2

−0.8 × 108 cm−2s−1. This result is used with the
8B flux obtained from the global analysis of all solar data to estimate the solar abundance of C
+ N with respect to H with an improved precision, NCN = 5.81+1.22

−0.94× 10−4. This error includes
both the statistical error from the CNO measurement and the systematic errors due to the additional
contribution of the SSM inputs, 8B flux measurement, and 13N/15O fluxes ratio. This result is in
agreement with HZ measurements and has a ∼2𝜎 tension with LZ ones.

5. Conclusions

It has been shown that the CID method can be applied to extract the CNO signal, without any
constraint on the backgrounds (especially 210Bi). Here, for the first time, we performed a calibration
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Figure 1: (a) CID best fit illustration (red) and a pure background hypothesis (blue) for the first 4 hits
in all phases. (b) Likelihood profile of the CNO-a rate from spectral fit using the CID constraint without
(black dotted) and with (black solid) systematic errors. Grey dashed line shows the profile without the CID
constraint [5, 9].

for Cherenkov light using 7Be-a. Using Bayesian statistics, the CNO rate with CID only is
7.2+2.8

−2.7(stat. + syst.) cpd/100 t and the no-CNO hypothesis is rejected at the 5.3𝜎 level. At the end,
we demonstrate that the directional information coming from Cherenkov radiation (Phase-I+II+III)
can be effectively combined with the spectral information (Phase-III) coming from scintillation, to
obtain the final and best result of Borexino on CNO-a: 6.7+1.2

−0.8 (stat. + syst.) cpd/100 t [9].
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